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JUDGE FURMAN
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
YULIANAAVALOS, and others similarly
situated,

Case No.

Plaintiffs,
- versus IAC/INTERACTIVECORP., MATCH.COM,
LLC, and PEOPLE MEDIA, LLC,
Defendants.

COMPLAINT

Plaintiff Yuliana Avalos by her undersigned attorney, brings this action against
Defendants. Plaintiff's allegations are based upon an extensive investigation that included: (1)
reviewing hundreds of complaints from plaintiffs, class members, and other affected individuals
and entities, (2) analysis of thousands of fraudulent profiles posted on Defendants' web sites, (3)
consultations with experts throughout the United States in romance scams, statistics and pattern
recognition,

computer/internet

technology,

and

photograph

recognition

software,

(4)

consultations with the nation's top class action attorneys and law firms. Plaintiffs believe that
substantial evidence will exist for the allegations set forth herein after a reasonable opportunity
for discovery.
NATURE OFTHEACTION

1.

This action arises out of one of the biggest conspiracies ever executed on the

internet.
2.

Since at least 2007, Defendants have been engaged in large-scale violations of the

Federal Lanham Act, violations of Civil RICO, Common Law Copyright Infringement, Common
Law Fraud, violations of New York Civil Rights Law Sections 50 and 51, violations of New York
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Business Law Sections 349 and 350, Negligence, and other unlawful conduct through their
"Match Segment."
3.

Defendants' illegal business practices center around the knowing and intentional

unauthorized use of Plaintiff's photographs in hundreds if not thousands of fraudulent profiles
posted on several of the 25 dating sites owned and operated by the Defendants over the past six
years, and the use of thousands if not millions of photographs of class members in fraudulent
profiles on most if not all of Defendants' sites during the same period.
4.

While Defendants masquerade as the premiere dating site network in the United

States, the reality is that a high percentage of profiles posted on Defendants' dating sites are
fraudulent profiles created by criminals (aka "scammers") in international locations for criminal
purposes that use the photographs of Plaintiff and other non-members of Defendants' sites.
5.

Defendants knowingly and intentionally conspire with criminals operating from

locations including internet cafes in Nigeria, Ghana, and Russia, who manually and through the
use of software and other computer devices, submit a high percentage of profiles on Defendants'
web sites incorporating photographs of Plaintiff and members of the class.
6.

Defendants are aware of this as their computer servers in New York, Texas, and

other locations in the United States, receive and approve fraudulent profiles by the thousands that
"ping" from international IP addresses, which are the computer equivalent of area codes.
7.

Furthermore, Defendants specifically approve, edit content, and post every profile,

making these fake profiles created abroad available to consumers in the United States.
8.

Plaintiff's investigation has revealed that Defendants, its subsidiaries, joint

venturers, and/or subcontractors, also create fake profiles on Defendants' sites.
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Attached as Exhibit "A" is a list of approximately 190 fake Match.com profiles in

which Plaintiff's photographs are used without consent and a page from a profile including
Plaintiff's photographs.
10.

Fake Match.com New York profiles incorporating Plaintiff's photographs include

but are not limited to the following: good_real90 (New York, NY); grace6162 (Church Street,
NY); girls_12525 (Cathedral, NY); masaalina22000 (New York, NY); ActiveLady485 (Canal
Street, NY); GennL201 0 (Bronx, NY); brixx32 (New York, NY); sincere_Iove1234 (New York,
NY); realjulie (Manhattan, NY); Huney_cute (Manhattan, NY); NimbleLoversRock (New
York, NY); Broadu_313443 (Yonkers, NY); GennL2010 (Bronx, NY); mamalove00233
(Madison Square, NY); lilogiftyO (Manhattan, NY); sekking4u2 (New York, NY); hopelov123
(Cooper, NY); Huney_cute (Manhattan, NY); lizzyrill10 (New York, NY); Lovers_Heart12
(New

York,

NY);

wow mas

(Manhattan,

NY);

wedde1l2222

(New

York,

NY);

SWEETLIZZYLOVE1 (New York, NY).
11.
are

used

The following are 14 PeopleMedia.com profiles in which Plaintiff's photographs
without

consent:

Repub1icanPeopleMeet.com JpeopleMeet.com
SINGLELOVE123;

RepublicanPeopleMeet.com
LOVElSONE; JpeopleMeet.com -

LOVEMSWEET28;
DemocraticPeopleMeet.com

SEEKINTRULUVO 129;
KATENEEDLOVE12;

MarriageMindedPeopleMeet.com
SEEKINTRULUVO 129;

CatholicPeopleMeet.com - LOLMARY69; CatholicPeopleMeet.com - JUSTONECAMILA;
Catho1icPeopleMeet.com

EASYPRETTY;

DivorcedPeopleMeet.com

WHEREISMYLOVE99; LittlePeopleMeet.com - WITTYPAMELLA; LittlePeopleMeet.com JOSEY 111; LittlePeopleMeet.com - SINGLEALICE44, KATHIE280; LatinoPeopleMeet.com LYNDAME333.
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Additional fake People Media profiles incorporating photographs of class
include

the

JENIFFERMORGAN82,
NOLIMIT4U,

following:

LittlePeopleMeet.com:

SUSSYBRAIN,

HOTASEVER2010,

FRAGILEHEART09,

USMARY3IATYAAHOO,

LOVELYKATHLEEN,
USDEAREST355,

GOODSMILES,

VIVANI978,

EMELIADANIEL,

HEATBEAT,
CHARLOTTE03,

JULBROB,

NPNGAIN5,

DORISLUV67,

JASMIN4LOVE,

MGURL202,

USUSFUNJOAN 1954,

USDEAREST355,

TRYKISS41,

REBUKE,

SWEETDADA,

LOVELINEO I,

USFUNJOANI954,

FUNHELLOCANWECHA, SWEETLOVEOOIFUN, CEECEELOVE, SEARCHINGHEAVEN,
NICPEARL, CALLMESEXY21, DORISLOVEII, RUTHI2, SUSSYBRAIN, ROBERTLIA33,
DEBBIESEEKEROOO I,
ELOVETOME,

HELEND30001,

DivorcedPeopleMeet.com: LONELYANN071 0,

USMARY3IATYAHOO,

TRUELOVEWILD,

PRINCESS IZZZ,

DANIELLEXXX, WMARY233ATYAAHO, SUREST123, FUNFAITHII, GRACEFULJET,
FAITH2BOW555, SINGLEFAITHlOO, USLINDA97); CatholicPeopleMeet.com:
BRITTANYSEXY,

LOVESEEKERS22,

ANDREANMWATSON,

JALLOI,

ROSELYNSEALS,

CANDYPOWELL, SPARS SHERRY, BAMMY401, WENDYLONELY; AsianPeopleMeet.com:
SKJSAKSI, ANNIOI75, KENDRALOVELY, WMARY233ATYAHOO, SEARCHINGHEAVEN,
NATlVEBLOOM,
SPERDUTOD,

SHAD333,

RITABESSYIATYAHU;

RepublicanPeopleMeet.com:

LOVINGSOULII14, KIM4YOU, SINGLESOULOIX; JpeopleMeet.com:

ROSEGIRL4U, CARXX, SWEET09, BEAUTIFULELENA; MarriageMindedPeopleMeet.com:
PRAY4JOY,

PRICELESS23, ROSEPRETTY30, CYNFOGGI; DemocraticPeopleMeet.com:

XMARYO1 ATYAHO,
TRUEBLUEGAL;
FUNTRACYOO,

MARIANLOVEONE,
SingleParentMeet.com:

PetPeopleMeet.com:

CYNTHIAFOGG,
FUNRITACUTEI23,

IMAGINABLEFACE,
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ALICIACARSON,

CALISTER,

LOVETHI21;
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PRECIOUSRITA,WHONEST;
ELENADOC,
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SEXYLOVE25;

ChinesePeopleMeet.com:

LatinoPeopleMeet.com:

LADECEPCIONADA;

SWEETMARCH44,

LDSPlantet.com:

CROMEMILK,

LAKEROAL,
13.

Attached as exhibit "B" is a list of approximately I 80 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the People Media fake
profiles listed above.
14.

Attached as exhibit "C" is a list of approximately I 65 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the fake People Media
profiles listed above.
15.

Attached as exhibit "D" is a list of approximately 121 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the fake People Media
profiles listed above.
16.

Attached as exhibit "E" is a list of approximately I 03 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the fake People Media
profiles listed above.
17.

Attached as exhibit "F" is a list of approximately 91 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the fake People Media
profiles listed above.
18.

Attached as exhibit "0" is a list of approximately 164 fake Match.com profiles

including photographs of a class member who also appears in several of the fake People Media
profiles listed above.
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Attached as exhibit "H" are a list of approximately 1,084 fake profiles that were

created with computer software on Match.com. The text of all these profiles contains identical
sentences with repeated misspellings rearranged and posted with different photographs of class
members in different cities. Roughly half the member names contain sequential numbers at the
end from 1 - 99, and each profile names obscure destinations under the title "Favorite Hot
Spots."
20.

Attached as exhibit "I" are lists of approximately 997 fake Match.com profiles of

Jane Does and John Does yet to be identified. These fake profiles are recognized through the
repeated use of the same photographs in different profiles and recurring language and phrases in
different profiles.
21.

Hollywood celebrities are among those included in fake profiles on Match.com,

including but not limited to: alg036, ready2goalready, jessica4366, bluesaphira67, and
nihowmei.
22.

Fake profiles also include photographs pirated from Facebook and modeling

agencies, as well as photographs of military servicemen and women, all without the knowledge
or consent ofthe individuals portrayed in the photographs.
23.

Once profiles with these photographs are approved, they are used in Defendants'

advertising, including daily emails to millions of subscribers and potential subscribers.
24.

Unknown thousands or millions of Defendants' members subscribe to Defendants'

web sites in the hope of meeting Plaintiff and members of the class, who are not and never were
members of Defendants' web sites.
25.

The tragedy of this case is two-fold as the American victims of internet fraud on

Defendants' sites, (estimated to be at least thousands), mostly widows, widowers, and divorces
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age 50 and over, have been defrauded out of as much as hundreds of millions of dollars over the
past six-plus years through fraudulent dating profiles on Defendants' sites, and those of its
competitors.
26.

In addition to the financial and emotional toll, these scams destroy relationships,

families, and result in suicides, abductions and murder of victims in foreign countries.
27.

Since 2005, web sites including StopScammers.com, RomanceScam.com,

RomanceScams.org, Internet-Love-Scams.org, 4l9.bittenus.com, etc. have been founded in an
effort to stop or curb the proliferation of fraudulent activity occurring by and through fraudulent
profiles on internet dating web sites.
28.

These consumer assistance sites make available tens of thousands of photographs

that are used in fraudulent profiles on Defendants' web sites, including photographs of Plaintiff
and members of the class, which Defendants fail to use to screen unauthorized photographs from
their sites.
29.

Defendants could easily and inexpensively stop these illegal practices through the

implementation of photograph recognition software which can scan billions of images nearly
instantaneously to maintain the integrity of Defendants' web sites, through IP address screening
of international IP addresses, and through manual and software screening of profiles that have
"red flags," but Defendants refuse to do so as these fake profiles are a large part of what makes
Defendants' match segment such a commercial success.
30.

While previous consumer class actions and individual actions against Defendants

have been previously dismissed, in those cases Plaintiffs were consumers who executed Terms of
Use Agreements that absolved Defendants of liability - in the present case, Plaintiff and the
class consist exclusively of non-members who are not subject to Defendants' "Terms of Use."
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Plaintiff seeks to obtain equitable relief in the form of an order requiring

Defendants to screen international IP addresses from posting domestic profiles in the United
States, requiring Defendants to implement photograph and facial recognition software to
effectively screen all photographs on their sites, ceasing the use of Plaintiffs photographs and
those of class members, as well as statutory damages, compensatory damages, treble damages,
punitive damages, plus interest, costs, and attorneys' fees.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
32.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Section 43(a) of the Federal Lanham Act,

Civil RICO under 18 U.S.C. Sec. 1962, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1331 (federal question), as
well as the Class Action Fairness Act as there are more than 100 class members and damages
exceed $5 million.
33.

This court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Sec.

1391 (b)(2), as (a) a substantial portion of the wrongdoing alleged in this complaint took place in
the State of New York; (b) Defendants masterminded and perpetrated the unlawful conduct
complained of herein, primarily, within New York from Defendants corporate office in Chelsea;
(c) Defendants unlawful conduct complained of herein causes injury, in part, within New York;
(d) Defendants regularly conduct and solicit business within New York; (e) Defendants engage in
other persistent courses of conduct and derive substantial revenue from goods and services used
or consumed within New York; (f) Defendants regularly and systematically directs electronic
activity within New York and manifest intent of engaging in business with New York; (g)
evidence of Defendants' wrongdoing is present in the State of New York; (h) Plaintiffs likeness
and image appears in fraudulent profiles posted in the State of New York; (i) Defendants are
authorized to do business here, have sufficient minimum contacts with this state, and otherwise
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intentionally availed themselves of the markets in this state through the promotion, marketing,
and sale of its products and services in this state, to render the exercise of jurisdiction
permissible under traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.
34.

This court has supplemental jurisdiction over the State law claims asserted in this

complaint pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. Section I 367(a) as, "they are so related to claims in the
action within such original jurisdiction that they form part of the same case or controversy ... "
35.

Venue is proper in New York under 28 U.S.c. Sec. 1391 (c) because Defendant

lAC's international corporate headquarters is located within this district at 555 18 th Street, New
York, New York (since April 6, 2007).
36.

lAC has been registered with the New York Secretary of State since March 31,

2005 and lAC's Registered Agent for service of process is National Registered Agents, Inc.,
Suite 501, 875 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10001.
PARTIES

37.

Plaintiff Yuliana Avalos ("Yuliana") is a resident of the State of Florida and is a

model whose likeness and image have been used in hundreds/thousands of fraudulent profiles
approved, posted, published, and disseminated on Defendants web sites without consent.
38.

Defendant IAClInterActiveCorp ("lAC") is a publicly traded Delaware

corporation with corporate headquarters in the City and County of New York since April 2007
and approximately 128 subsidiary companies, including co-defendants People Media, LLC
("People Media") and Match.com, LLC ("Match").
39.

A subsidiary of lAC, People Media is a California limited liability company that

operates approximately 23 online dating/personals web sites including, AsianPeopleMeet.com,
BabyBoomerPeopleMeet.com, BBPeopleMeet.com, BlackBabyBoomerMeet.com,
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BlackChristianPeopleMeet.com, BlackPeopleMeet.com, CatholicPeopleMeet.com
Chemistry. com, ChinesePeopleMeet.com, DemocraticPeopleMeet.com,
DivorcedPeopleMeet.com, IndiaMatch.com, InterraciaIPeopleMeet.com, JPeopleMeet.com,
LatinoPeopleMeet.com, LDSPlanet.com, LittlePeopleMeet.com, LoveAndSeek.com Match.com,
MarriageMindedPeopleMeet.com, OKCupid.com, PetPeopleMeet.com,
RepublicanPeopleMeet.com, SeniorBlackPeopleMeet.com, SeniorPeopleMeet.com,
Singlesnet.com, and SingleParentMeet.com.
40.

A subsidiary of lAC, Defendant Match is a Texas limited liability company that

operates the online dating/personals web sites Match.com and Chemistry. com.
41.

lAC's "Match Segment," including all the Defendants and approximately 25

dating web sites, grosses approximately $350 million per year (approximately $2 billion during
the class period), a significant portion of which is attributable to the unauthorized use of
Plaintiffs photographs and members of the class.
CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

42.

The class is initially defined as all individuals or entities including models, United

States military servicemen/women, celebrities, social networking users, and others whose
likenesses and images as depicted in photographs, that were approved, posted, published and
disseminated by Defendants' web sites without the permission or consent of the person depicted
in such photographs, since November 21, 2007 (excluding Defendants' members/subscribers, as
they are subject to restrictive Terms of Use agreements).
43.

This action is properly maintainable as a class action.

44.

The class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable.
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The number and identities of class members can be determined through various

methods, including photograph identification software and other investigative techniques.
46.

The disposition of their claims in a class action will be of benefit to the parties and

the court.
47.

A class action is superior to other methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of

the claims herein asserted, and no unusual difficulties are likely to be encountered in the
management of this action as a class action.
48.

The likelihood of individual class members prosecuting separate claims is remote.

49.

There is a well-defined community of interest in the questions of law and fact

involved affecting members of the class.

Among the questions of law and fact which are

common to the class, and which predominate over questions affecting any individual class
member are, the following:
(a)

Whether Defendants violated the Lanham Act by approving, posting,

publishing, and disseminating, and otherwise using thousands (and possibly as many as
hundreds of thousands) of Plaintiffs photographs in Defendants' dating profiles,
intentionally "passing off" these models and other non-members as subscribers or
members of Defendants' web sites.
(b)

Whether Defendants violated Civil RICO by intentionally creating,

approving, posting, publishing, and disseminating thousands if not millions of fraudulent
profiles on their web sites depicting the likenesses and images of Plaintiff and members
of the class without consent.
(c)

Whether Defendants committed Common Law Copyright infringement by

approvmg, posting, publishing, and disseminating, thousands of fraudulent profiles
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incorporating copyrighted photographs of Plaintiffs and the class for commercial
purposes.
(d)

Whether Defendants committed Common Law Fraud by intentionally

approving, posting, publishing, and disseminating thousands if not millions of fraudulent
profiles on their web sites depicting the likenesses and images of Plaintiffs and members
of the class without consent.
(e)

Whether Defendants violated New York Civil Rights Law Section 50 and

51 by approving and posting thousands of fraudulent dating profiles that incorporate the
unauthorized use of Plaintiff's likeness and image, as well as thousands of other class
members.
(f)

Whether Defendants violated New York Business Law Section 349 as a

result of their unfair and deceptive practices.
(g)

Whether Defendants violated New York Business Law Section 350 as a

result of their false advertising;
(h)

Whether Defendants were negligent in approving and posting thousands if

not millions of fraudulent profiles on its sites that include the likeness and image of
Plaintiffs and members of the class.
(i)

Whether Defendants' unlawful acts resulted

In

Unjust Enrichment to

Defendants.
(j)

Whether Defendants' acts were willful entitling Plaintiffs class to treble

and/or punitive damages.
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Whether Plaintiffs and the class are entitled to injunctive relief requiring

Defendants to implement photograph recognition software and foreign IP address
screening, to stop these illegal business practices.
I.

Plaintiff is a member of the class and is committed to prosecuting this action.

2.

Plaintiffs claims are typical of the claims of the other members of the class.

3.

Plaintiff does not have interests antagonistic to or in conflict with those they seek

to represent. Plaintiff is, therefore, an adequate representative of the class.
4.

The likelihood of individual class members prosecuting separate individual

actions is remote due to the relatively small loss suffered by most class members as compared to
the burden and expense of prosecuting litigation of this nature and magnitude. Absent a class
action, Defendant is likely to avoid liability for its wrongdoing, and the class members are
unlikely to obtain redress for the wrongs alleged herein.
5.

Adjudication of this case on a class-wide basis is manageable by this court.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

6.

Defendants own and operate and have derived billions of dollars in gross revenue

through subscription fees and advertising, from approximately 25 dating/personal web sites over
the past 6 years, including Match.com, Chemistry. com, Singlesnet.com, AsianPeopleMeet.com,
BabyBoomerPeopleMeet.com, BBPeopleMeet.com, BlackBabyBoomerMeet.com,
BlackChristianPeopleMeet.com, BlackPeopleMeet.com, CatholicPeopleMeet.com
Chemistry. com, ChinesePeopleMeet.com, DemocraticPeopleMeet.com,
DivorcedPeopleMeet.com, IndiaMatch.com, InterraciaIPeopleMeet.com, JPeopleMeet.com,
LatinoPeopleMeet.com, LDSPlanet.com, LittlePeopleMeet.com, LoveAndSeek.com Match.com,
MarriageMindedPeopleMeet.com, OKCupid.com, PetPeopleMeet.com,
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RepublicanPeopleMeet.com, SeniorBlackPeopleMeet.com, SeniorPeopleMeet.com,
Singlesnet.com, and SingleParentMeet.com.
7.

All of these web sites incorporate lAC intellectual property, including patents,

trademarks, and copyrights, as well as lAC hardware, software, and other computer systems, and
generate revenue for its parent company, lAC.
8.

lAC's sites advertise and promote for commercial purposes, lAC's subsidiary and

partner companies, including, Expedia.com, Hotwire.com, etc and obtain substantial revenue by
the cross-promotion of these sites through it's "Match Segment."
9.

While Defendants' sites presumably provide a legitimate forum for American

citizens in the 50 states to meet new people for dating, relationships, and marriage, the truth is
that a large percentage of profiles on these sites are fraudulent profiles posted by con-artists or
scammers from international locations for illegal purposes, using the photographs of Plaintiff and
members of the class without permission or consent.
10.

According to lAC's annual reports, these sites jointly constitute the "Match

Segment" oflAC, which grosses approximately $350 million per year for lAC; in all Defendants
have grossed approximately $2 billion in the "Match Segment" during the class period.
I I.

Since at least November, 2007, Defendants' online dating/personals web sites

have been inundated with fraudulent profiles created by individuals operating from computers
with IP addresses outside the United States.
12.

Defendants claim to have millions of members on their web sites, and claim to

have 20,000 new members joining daily, but in fact, a large percentage of profiles posted on
Defendants' web sites are fake or fraudulent profiles incorporating the likeness and image of
Plaintiff and members of the class without consent.
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Defendants have failed to use reasonable care with regard to the implementation

of photograph and facial recognition software, which could easily and inexpensively screen
unauthorized photographs of Plaintiffs and members of the class from being used on Defendants'
web sites.
14.

Defendants have failed to use reasonable care in the manual approval process of

profiles that contain the likenesses and images of Plaintiffs and members of the class, over and
over again in profiles that are obviously fake or fraudulent.
15.

Defendants have failed to respond promptly, and in many cases have not

responded at all, to complaints regarding fake or fraudulent profiles incorporating the likenesses
and images of Plaintiffs and members of the class.
16.

Defendants have failed to take legal action against the criminals who have openly

operated on their web sites since at least November 21, 2007.
17.

Examples of fake profiles include those in Exhibits "A" - "I" attached hereto,

approximately 3,000 in all.
18.

As a result of the foregoing, Defendants since at least November 21, 2007, have

been engaged in large-scale violations of the Federal Lanham Act, violations of Civil RICO,
Common Law Copyright Infringement, Common Law Fraud, violations of New York Civil
Rights Law Sections 50 and 51, violations of New York Business Law Sections 349 and 350, and
other unlawful conduct through their "Match Segment," entitling Plaintiffs and the class to $500
million in compensatory damages, and $1 billion in punitive damages, to punish the Defendants
and to deter such conduct in the future, along with attorneys' fees and the costs of this action.
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
FEDERAL LANHAM ACT VIOLATIONS

19.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

20.

Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act provides a federal cause of action for asserting

herein.

unfair competition claims against confusing and deceptive advertising practices.
21.

Any person who violates Section 43(a) "shall be liable in a civil action by any

person who believes that he or she is or is likely to be damaged by such act."
22.

The Second Circuit uses the "reasonable interest" test, pursuant to which a

Lanham Act plaintiff must show (a) a reasonable interest to be protected against the alleged false
advertising, and (b) a reasonable basis for believing that the interest is likely to be damaged by
the alleged false advertising.
23.

The essence of Plaintiff's claims are that the majority of profiles posted and

approved on Defendants' sites, are actually the photographs of Plaintiff and members of the class,
including models, public figures, celebrities, military servicemen, and other non-members, who
are "passed off" as genuine members by Defendants.
24.

Since at least November 21, 2007, Defendants have knowingly and intentionally

approved and posted thousands of photographs (and likely millions) of Plaintiffs and members of
the class without their permission or consent.
25.

Such profiles include but are not limited to those in Exhibits "A" - "I".

26.

Defendants' acts have caused, and unless restrained, will continue to cause

damages and irreparable injury to Plaintiff and the class through the passing off of Plaintiffs as
genuine members on Defendants' sites.
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Defendants' acts have caused and continue to cause depreciation in the value and

ability to license, sell, or otherwise commercially exploit their likenesses and images, lost profits
and opportunities, and damage to their reputations.
28.

Defendants' acted willfully or knew or should have known that its actions

constituted violations of the Lanham Act.
29.

Plaintiffs and members of the class have suffered damages and/or are in imminent

danger of suffering further damages from Defendants' unlawful practices.
30.

Plaintiffs and members of the class request compensatory damages in the amount

of $500 million, and punitive damages in the amount of $1 billion, together with attorneys' fees
and the costs of this action.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
CIVIL RICO - WIRE FRAUD (18 U.S.c. Sec. 1962(c) and (d))

31.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

32.

Defendants approve, post, publish, and disseminate thousands if not millions of

herein.

fraudulent profiles on their web sites incorporating non-copyrighted photographs of Plaintiffs
and members of the class, examples of which are attached hereto as Exhibits "A" - ''I''.
33.

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1962(c) states: "It shall be unlawful for any person

employed by or associated with any enterprise engaged in, or the activities of which affect,
interstate or foreign commerce, to conduct or participate, directly or indirectly, in the conduct of
such enterprise's affairs through a pattern of racketeering activity ... "
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Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1961(4) states: "'enterprise' includes any individual,

partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity, and any union or group of individuals
associated in fact although not a legal entity."
35.

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1961(5) states: "'pattern of racketeering activity' requires

at least two acts of racketeering activity ... within ten years."
36.

Title 18 U.S.c. Section 1962(d) states: "It shall be unlawful for any person to

conspire to violate any of the provisions of subsection (a), (b), or (c) of this section.
37.

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1961 (1) [Definitions1 states: "racketeering activity"

means ... (B) any act which is indictable under any of the following provisions oftitle 18, United
States Code: ... section 1343 (relating to wire fraud)."
38.

Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1343 states: "Whoever, having devised or intending to

devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of false or
fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises, transmits, or causes to be transmitted by
means of wire, radio or television communication in interstate or foreign commerce, any
writings, signs, signals, pictures, or sounds for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice,
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both ... "
39.

Courts have recognized a variety of means of communications as falling under the

wIre fraud statute, including facsimile, telex, modem, and internet transmissions. See, e.g.,
United States v. Pierello, 255 F.3d 728 (9 th Cir. 2001) (affirming sentence of defendant who used
the Internet to commit wire fraud).
40.

Defendant lAC, along with its subsidiaries including Defendants, People Media,

Inc., and Match are "enterprises" pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1961 (4).
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Defendants individually and jointly, have conspired to engage in a pattern of

racketeering activity since November 21, 2007, through the date of the filing of this action,
through millions of acts of wire fraud, occurring across state lines, including but not limited to
the following: (1) inventing and using software, hardware, and/or other computer devices and
systems that create, post, publish and disseminate fraudulent profiles featuring unauthorized
photographs of Plaintiffs and members of the class on Defendants' dozens of dating/personals
web sites throughout the 50 states, to defraud consumers and increase advertising revenue
through an artificially inflated membership base; (2) creating, approving, posting, publishing,
and disseminating fraudulent profiles featuring unauthorized photographs of Plaintiffs and
members of the class on its dozens of dating/personals sites for dissemination to consumers in all
50 of the United States, for the purpose of defrauding consumers out of subscription fees and
increasing advertising revenue through an artificially inflated membership base; and (3)
disseminating fraudulent correspondence on behalf of fraudulent profiles featuring unauthorized
photographs of Plaintiffs and the class to consumers in all 50 of the United States, for the
purpose of defrauding consumers out of subscription fees and increasing advertising revenue
through an artificially inflated membership base.
42.

A large percentage of profiles on Defendants' sites incorporate the likenesses and

images of Plaintiff and members of the class, in profiles created from international locations
abroad, falsely designating towns and cities in the United States as their places of origin.
43.

Defendants facilitate, accommodate, and participate in wire fraud by representing

that thousands if not millions of profiles created from IP addresses in Africa and other
international locations, were actually created in the United States and attributable to American
citizens.
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web

sites

don't

know

where

a

member/subscriber is creating a profile, Defendants do know and fraudulently disguise the origin
to inflate its membership base and increase advertising revenue.
45.

Defendants annually gross approximately $350 million through their "Match

Segment" (approximately $2 billion during the class period) as a result of this enterprise.
46.

Due to the fraudulent, criminal conspiracy perpetrated by Defendants, Plaintiffs'

class requests compensatory damages in the amount of $500 million plus treble damages as
permitted by statute, as well as attorneys' fees, costs, and interest.
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

NEW YORK STATE COMMON LAW FRAUD
47.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

48.

Defendants approve, post, publish, and disseminate thousands if not millions of

herein.

fraudulent profiles on their web sites incorporating the photographs of Plaintiff and the class
without their permission or consent.
49.

Defendants engage in this illegal conduct for the purpose of inflating its

membership base with millions of fraudulent profiles that increase their subscription and
advertising revenues.
50.

Upon information and belief, the $350 million annual gross earned through

Defendants' "Match Segment" is primarily a result of these illegal and deceptive practices.
51.

In all, Defendants have grossed approximately $2 billion during the class period

since December 10, 2007, as a result of their fraudulent practices.
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These illegal and deceptive activities are perpetrated by and through the

unauthorized use of Plaintiff's photographs and members of the class, who are falsely and
intentionally depicted as legitimate members or subscribers to Defendants' sites, when
Defendants have both actual and constructive knowledge that such profiles are fraudulent.
53.

Examples of such fraudulent profiles are included in Exhibits "A" - "J".

54.

Wherefore, Plaintiffs and the class request equitable relief requiring Defendants to

implement photograph recognition software to restore integrity to its sites and to protect the
privacy and publicity rights of Plaintiff and the class, together with compensatory damages in the
amount of $500 million and punitive damages in the amount of $1 billion to punish the
Defendants and to deter such conduct in the future, together with attorneys' fees and the costs of
this action.
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
COMMON LAW COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

55.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

56.

Since at least November 21, 2007, Defendants have knowingly and intentionally

herein.

approved and posted thousands if not millions of photographs of Plaintiff and members of the
class without the permission or consent of the owners.
57.

Plaintiffs and members of the class own a common law copyright in photographs

depicting their likeness and image as well as the privacy and publicity rights to control the use of
such photographs.
58.

Defendants' acts have caused, and unless restrained, will continue to cause

damages and irreparable injury to the Plaintiffs and the class through common law copyright
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infringement of Plaintiffs and the class's photographs, depreciation in the value and ability to
license, sell, or otherwise commercially exploit their copyrighted likenesses and images, lost
profits and opportunities, and damage to their reputations.
59.

Defendants' acted willfully or knew or should have known that its actions

constitute infringement.
60.

Plaintiffs and members of the class have suffered damages and/or are in imminent

danger of suffering further damages from Defendants' unlawful practices.
61.

Wherefore, Plaintiffs and members of the class request compensatory damages in

the amount of $500 million, together with attorneys' fees and the costs and disbursements of this
action.
FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
VIOLATIONS OF NY CIVIL RIGHTS LAW -ARTICLE 5 (RIGHT OF PRIVACy)

62.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

63.

New York Civil Rights Law Section 50 states: "A person, firm or corporation that

herein.

uses for advertising purposes, or for the purposes of trade, the name portrait or picture of any
living person without having first obtained the written consent of such person ... is guilty of a
misdemeanor. "
64.

New York Civil Rights Law Section 51 states: "(A)ction for injunction and for

damages ... " may be brought under this law and that, "the jury, in its discretion, may award
exemplary damages," if such photographs were, "knowingly used."
65.

Upon information and belief, Defendants individually and/or jointly, by their

partners, servants, agents, employees, contractors, subcontractors, interns and/or volunteers,
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knowingly approve, post, publish, and disseminate hundreds of Plaintiff's copyrighted and noncopyrighted photographs (plus thousands if not millions of class member photographs) to
millions of consumers throughout the United States without permission or consent in fraudulent
profiles and in marketing and advertising materials.
66.

Defendants have constructive and actual knowledge that such photographs are

used without the permission or consent of the individuals depicted in such photographs.
67.

Plaintiffs and the Class seek compensatory damages in the amount of $500 million

plus punitive damages in the amount of $1 billion, to punish Defendants for their illegal practices
and to deter such conduct in the future, together with attorney's fees and the costs of this action.
SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
VIOLATIONS OF NY GENERAL BUSINESS LAW - ARTICLE 22-a (SECTION 349)

68.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

69.

Defendants acts of knowingly approving, posting, publishing, and disseminating

herein.

thousands of profiles every day that include the unauthorized use of Plaintiff's likenesses and
images as well as members of the class constitutes a deceptive and unfair practice under New
York General Business Law Section 349: "Deceptive acts or practices in the conduct of any
business, trade or commerce or in the furnishing of any service in the state are hereby declared
unlawful. "
70.

The General Business Law provides for minimum statutory damages of $50.00

per violation (or the amount of damages, whichever is greater), plus attorneys' fees and treble
damages in the event Defendant's conduct was knowing and intentional.
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Wherefore, Plaintiff and the class request compensatory damages in the amount of

$500 million and punitive damages in the amount of $1 billion, plus attorneys' fees and the costs
of this action.
SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
VIOLATIONS OF NY GENERAL BUSINESS LAW - ARTICLE 22-a (SECTION 350)

72.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

73.

Defendants acts of knowingly approving and posting thousands if not millions of

herein.

profiles including the unauthorized use of Plaintiff's likeness and image as well as members of
the class constitutes False Advertising under New York General Business Law Section 350:
"(F)alse advertising in the conduct of any business, trade or commerce or in the furnishing of any
service in this state is hereby declared unlawful."
74.

The thousands if not millions of fraudulent profiles approved and posted by

Defendants on their web sites are used as advertising to current, prospective, and former
members.
75.

The General Business Law provides for actual damages plus attorneys' fees and

treble damages in the event Defendant's conduct was knowing and intentional.
76.

Wherefore, Plaintiff requests damages for the class in the amount of actual

damages estimated to be in excess of $500 million, plus attorneys' fees and the costs of this
action.
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EIGTH CAUSE OF ACTION
NEGLIGENCE

77.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

78.

Defendants, as owners and operators of online dating/personals web sites, owe a

herein.

duty of reasonable care to American citizens whose copyrighted and non-copyrighted likenesses
and images are used on Defendants' web sites.
79.

Defendants, have had actual and constructive knowledge since at least November

2 I, 2007, that the likenesses and images of Plaintiff and other class members were and are being
used on Defendants' web sites in fraudulent profiles.
80.

Defendants have failed to use reasonable care in screening fraudulent profiles on

Defendants' sites that incorporate the likeness and image of Plaintiff and members of the class.
81.

Defendants have failed to use reasonable care in screening IP addresses from

international locations from creating fake or fraudulent profiles on Defendants' sites, which
include the likenesses and images of Plaintiff and other class members.
82.

As a result of Defendants' lack of reasonable care, the likenesses and images of

Plaintiff and members of the class have been used in thousands if not millions of fraudulent
profiles, benefiting Defendants through increased subscription and advertising revenues.
83.

As a result of Defendants' negligence, Plaintiff and the class have suffered

damages stemming from the unauthorized use of their photographs.
84.

Wherefore, Plaintiff and the class request compensatory damages in the amount of

$500 million, together with attorneys' fees and the costs of this action.
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NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
UNJUST ENRICHMENT

85.

Plaintiff re-alleges every paragraph set forth above as though fully set forth

86.

To state a claim for unjust enrichment, a Plaintiff must prove that; (l) Defendant

herein.

was enriched; (2) the enrichment was at Plaintiff's expense; (3) the circumstances were such that
equity and good conscience require Defendant to make restitution.
87.

Defendants' unauthorized commercial use of copyrighted and non-copyrighted

photographs depicting the likenesses and images of Plaintiffs and members of the class in
thousands if not millions of fraudulent profiles has resulted in gross earnings of approximately
$2 billion during the class period.
88.

Plaintiffs and members of the class essentially serve as the unpaid models,

advertisers, and marketers of Defendants' web sites, as they appear in thousands of fraudulent
profiles every day, enticing new subscribers to join and old subscribers to renew, as well as
generating millions of dollars in advertising revenue.
89.

A large percentage of Defendants' gross earnmgs in its "Match Segment" is

derived by and through the unauthorized use of photographs depicting the likenesses and images
of Plaintiff and members of the class.
90.

Since a majority of the photographs used on Defendants' sites include the

unauthorized use of Plaintiff's likeness and image as well as members of the class, Plaintiff and
the class request that they receive a majority of the net earnings of lAC during the class period,
as this was derived largely as a result of the use of the likeness and images of Plaintiff and the
class without authorization or compensation.
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Defendants have been unjustly enriched in excess of $500 million per year, the

amount of net profit lAC annually attributes to its "Match Segment."
92.

Since this money was obtained through a fraudulent enterprise, equity and good

conscience require that restitution be made to Plaintiff and the class for the unauthorized use of
their photographs.
93.

As enrichment was at the expense of Plaintiff and the class, equity requires that

Plaintiff and the class be compensated by receiving a majority of the net profit realized through
lAC's "Match Segment" during the class period.
94.

Wherefore, Plaintiff and the class request restitution in an amount of $500 million

for Unjust Enrichment occurring during the class period, together with attorneys' fees and the
costs of this action.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment and relief as follows:
A.

Declaring that this lawsuit is properly maintainable as a class action and certifying
Plaintiff as representative of the class;

B.

Granting injunctive relief requiring Defendants to implement photograph and
facial recognition software to screen the unauthorized use of Plaintiffs and class
members' copyrighted and non-copyrighted photographs from publication on
Defendants' web sites;

C.

Declaring that Defendants violated the Lanham Act by passing off Plaintiffs and
members of the class as genuine members of Defendants sites, as well as using
their photographs in advertising and marketing materials;
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Declaring that Defendants violated Civil RICO by creating, approving, posting,
publishing, and disseminating thousands if not millions of fraudulent profiles on
their web sites incorporating the unauthorized use of Plaintiffs' photographs and
members of the class.

E.

Declaring that Defendants committed Common Law Copyright infringement by
approving, posting, publishing, and disseminating, thousands of fraudulent
profiles incorporating copyrighted photographs of Plaintiffs and the class for
commercial purposes.

F.

Declaring that Defendants committed Common Law Fraud by intentionally
approving, posting, publishing, and disseminating thousands if not millions of
fraudulent profiles on their web sites depicting the likenesses and images of
Plaintiffs and members of the class without consent.

O.

Declaring that Defendants violated New York Civil Rights Law Section 50 and 51
by approving and posting thousands of fraudulent dating profiles that incorporate
the unauthorized use of Plaintiff's likeness and image, as well as thousands of
other class members.

H.

Declaring that Defendants violated New York Business Law Section 349 as a
result of their unfair and deceptive practices.

I.

Declaring that Defendants violated New York Business Law Section 350 as a
result of their false advertising;

J.

Declaring that Defendants were negligent in approving, posting, publishing, and
disseminating thousands if not millions of unauthorized photographs in fraudulent
profiles on their web sites;
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Declaring that Defendants were unjustly enriched by the publication of thousands
if not millions of unauthorized photographs of Plaintiffs and members of the class
on Defendants web sites;

L.

Awarding compensatory damages to Plaintiffs and the class in amount not less
than $500 million;

M.

Awarding treble and/or punitive damages to Plaintiffs and the class in an amount
not less than $1 billion;

N.

Awarding attorneys' fees and costs to Plaintiffs and the class;

O.

Granting such other and further relief as may be just and proper.

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY
Plaintiffs and members of the class demand a trial by jury of all issues so triable.
Dated: November 21,2013
New York, New York
Respectfully submitted:

B,6L
Evan Spencer
Attorney at Law
305 Broadway, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10007
Tel. 347.931.1814
Fax 347.402.7991
EvanSpencerEsq@aol.com

Counsel for Plaintiff and the Proposed Class
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
YULIANAAVALOS, and other similarly
situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
IAC/INTERACTIVECORP., MATCH.COM,
LLC, and PEOPLE MEDIA, LLC,
Defendants.

Case No.

EXHIBITS
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
YULIANAAVALOS, and other similarly
situated,
Plaintiffs,

Case No.

v.
IAC/INTERACTIVECORP., MATCI-I.COM,
LLC, and PEOPLE MEDIA, LLC,
Defendants.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
YULIANAAVALOS, and other similarly
situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
IAC/INTERACTIVECORP., MATCH.COM,
LLC, and PEOPLE MEDIA, LLC,
Defendants.

Case No.

EXHIBIT "I"
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